
Chapter8
Results and Applications

This chapter describs the combination of the algorithms that were presented
in Chapters 3 to 7 into a complete segmentation system. Several variants
of the segmentation system are discussed, each optimized for a different
type of input sequence, like scenes captured with a static camera or scenes
with a known background. Furthermore, it is addressed, which of these
systems are suitable for real-time processing, and how the more complex
offline systems can be implemented as an online system. For evaluation
purposes, results are presented for a large variety of sequences to show the
quality of th segmentation masks, but also to show the limitations of the
proposed approach. Algorithm enhancements to overcome these limitations
are proposed for future work. Finally, examples are provided for application
of the segmentation system in MPEG-4 video coding, 3-D video generation,
video editing, and video analysis.

An expert is someone who knows some of the worst mistakes
that can be made in his subject, and how to avoid them.
(Werner Heisenberg)
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236 Chapter 8. Results and Applications

8.1 Algorithm modules

The proposed segmentation system is composed of several algorithms that
were described in the preceding chapters. The following list provides an
overview of these algorithms and summarizes their execution behaviour.

• Feature-based motion estimation (Chapter 3 and 4). This mod-
ule computes camera-motion parameters for pairs of successive frames.
The computation can be carried out online, since the computation for
each frame only requires the feature-points from the current and pre-
ceding frame, as well as (optionally) the previous motion model for
computing the motion prediction.

• Multi-sprite partitioning (Chapter 6). Given the set of inter-
frame motion parameters from the feature-based motion estimator,
the multi-sprite partitioning separates the input sequence in ranges
for which independent background images are synthesized (in the
sequel called segments). The multi-sprite partitioning requires the
camera-motion parameters of the complete sequence to make an op-
timal decision. Therefore, it is an offline process that provides the
result at the end of the sequence. However, the algorithm can be
modified to output a new segment online as soon as it is known. Gen-
erally, there is no maximum delay, after which these ranges are known,
but if strict optimality is not required, it is possible to set a maxi-
mum number of frames smax per sprite. This allows to implement the
multi-sprite partitioning as an online process with a maximum delay
and buffer requirement of smax frames.

• Direct motion estimation (Section 5.2). Once the frames that
should be incorporated into one background image are known, they
have to be aligned with a high precision. This step uses the parame-
ters of the feature-based motion estimator as initialization. Further-
more, it also requires all input frames of the processed frame range.
The output of this step is a refined set of global-motion parameters
that are used to synthesize a background image.

• Background image reconstruction (Section 5.3). With the accu-
rate motion parameters from the direct motion estimation, this step
combines the input frames into a global background image and elim-
inates the foreground objects from this background image. Here, we
can distinguish two algorithm variants. If a single background image
is desired as output, the background reconstruction algorithm will
first collect all available images and, afterwards, synthesize the back-
ground image (offline mode). This first algorithm is used, e.g., for
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Figure 8.1: Online segmentation system for sequences captured with a
static camera. An optional background-update module adapts
the background image to changes in the scene.

MPEG-4 video coding to generate the sprite image. A second vari-
ant occurs in a video analysis application that does not output the
background image itself. In this case, it is possible to keep a single
background image that is continuously updated (online mode). This
is a common approach in surveillance systems that have to cope with
a varying illumination.

• Background subtraction (Chapter 7). This step computes the
video-object masks based on a pure background image. For non-static
cameras, it also incorporates global-motion parameters to compensate
the camera motion. Since every frame is processed independently, the
algorithm can run online.

8.2 Variants of the segmentation system

The algorithm modules can be combined in different ways to adapt to
different types of input that are typically processed in specific applications.
Consequently, the system can be tuned to process easy sequences with
reduced computational complexity, or to use more complex algorithms for
more difficult scenes. In the following, we will discuss several architectures
for example applications.

8.2.1 Surveillance with a static camera

In the simplest case, it is preferred to analyse or store the video data cap-
tured with a static camera that observes a scene with known background.
For this case, no camera-motion estimation is required and the segmenta-
tion system comprises only the background-subtraction module (Fig. 8.1).
If the scene is static, we can even assume that the background image is
manually captured once in the initialization. However, usually, it is desired
that the background adapts automatically to changes in the scene. These
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Figure 8.2: Online segmentation system for sequences captured with a ro-
tational camera in a known environment. Camera-motion is
computed directly relative to a known background image. The
optional background-update module adapts the background im-
age to changes in the scene.

can be gradual changes in the illumination or changes in the environment
like moving of furniture. To allow for an automatic update of the back-
ground image, an optional background-reconstruction module can be added
to the system. This background reconstruction can be implemented either
with an explicit iterative background update algorithm (see Section 5.3.1
on page 147), or background images can be generated at regular intervals
(e.g., once every minute) using an algorithm as described in Section 5.3.2.

This set-up can be implemented as a real-time online application, and it
is the currently most frequently-used architecture for surveillance systems.

8.2.2 Surveillance with a moving camera

Let us now relax the restriction to a static camera, while still assuming
that the scene background does not change. This is for example the case
for user-controlled pan/tilt/zoom cameras or automatic scanning cameras,
mounted at a fixed position. For this application, we can also initialize
the system manually with a known background image, which covers the
complete field-of-view of the camera.

In this set-up, the system has to align the input image with the corre-
sponding view of the background image prior to carrying out background
subtraction. Even if information about the camera position is available from
the system (e.g., because the camera motors are computer controlled), the
accuracy is usually not sufficient for image alignment1. Consequently, an
accurate alignment has to be computed from the image data. Because the

1However, the information from the camera control can provide a good initialization
for the motion estimation.
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8.2. Variants of the segmentation system 239

background image is already available, the motion parameters can be com-
puted directly relative to this background image, instead of first computing
interframe motion. These motion parameters are subsequently used in the
background-subtraction algorithm to obtain camera-motion compensated
views from the background image (Figure 8.2).

Similarly to the static camera set-up, we can optionally update the
background image iteratively to adapt to varying illumination or changes
in the scene. The update algorithm also requires the computed motion
parameters to update the correct area of the background image.

8.2.3 Offline video analysis

Automatic video analysis is expected to become increasingly important in
future video processing systems. Examples are intelligent searching in video
databases, analysis of sports recordings, or medical applications. In these
applications, the analysis can usually be carried out offline, which also al-
lows for more in-depth analysis using computationally intensive algorithms.
If the environment is known, it is possible to often use a computationally-
efficient approach as described in the previous two sections. However, for
many analysis applications the environment is not known. For instance, in
a video database system, we desire to place queries such as “find all scenes
with cars”, independent of the video source. Especially for the analysis of
television broadcasts in, e.g., a personal video recorder, no pre-knowledge
about the video content is available. Consequently, a general video analysis
system has to synthesize suitable background images automatically.

We implemented an offline video analysis system to compute the seg-
mentation in four passes over the input data (see Fig. 1.2 for the architec-
ture). These passes comprise the following processing steps.

• Pass 1: Feature-based motion estimation, combined with the multi-
sprite partitioning. The outputs of this step are approximate motion
parameters and the sequence partitioning.

• Pass 2: Calculation of accurate motion parameters with the direct
motion-estimation algorithm.

• Pass 3: Synthetization of a background image without foreground
objects.

• Pass 4: Object segmentation with the background-subtraction algo-
rithm.

Each of these four passes requires the original input video sequence and pa-
rameters from the preceding computation steps. This offline segmentation
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240 Chapter 8. Results and Applications

system is easy to implement, but it requires access to the complete video
data at once. While this is usually not a problem for implementations
on personal computers, it can impose difficulties for resource-constrained
platforms. A modified architecture for resource-constrained systems is pro-
posed in the successive section.

8.2.4 Online video segmentation and transmission

The previous offline video segmentation system is not applicable if the seg-
mentation is required in real-time. An important application where real-
time performance is required, is the transmission of live video with MPEG-4
video coding. However, a general low-delay video transmission system us-
ing MPEG-4 sprite coding is not possible, because the sprite image first has
to be built in the encoder. Since the sprite image combines video content
from possibly long video scenes, and because the sprite image should not
contain foreground objects, the encoder has to collect input frames until
the background sprite can be synthesized and the objects have moved suffi-
ciently so that they can be removed from the background. These processing
steps require buffers that store the frames of at least one segment, i.e., the
frames that will be composed into a single sprite image.

To enable online processing, it is required to restrict the maximum
segment length. This allows to limit the number of image buffers and here-
with also the maximum delay that results from this buffering. A complete
segmentation system using this approach is depicted in Figure 8.3. The
processing in this framework is organized in a pipeline structure, where
each stage operates concurrently on one segment of the input sequence.

The first stage in the pipeline computes the interframe-motion param-
eters for each pair of input frames. Additionally, a multi-sprite algorithm
is interleaved with the computation of the motion parameter. The multi-
sprite algorithm is modified to limit the maximum length of a segment
to a maximum of smax frames. Consequently, whenever the input buffer
contains smax frames, the multi-sprite algorithm computes the number of
frames for the next segment. Once the segment length is known, the sec-
ond stage can begin to compute accurate motion parameters for each input
frame of the segment (Fig. 8.4). The input images for the second stage
are taken from the image buffers that delayed the input by smax frames.
The first stage can continue its computations for the next sprite, while the
second stage works on the current segment. Note that both stages can run
synchronously, such that Stage 1 processes one frame t at the same time as
Stage 2 processes frame t− smax.

Stage 3 uses the accurate motion parameters to synthesize a background
image. Again, this stage runs in parallel to the previous stages. However,
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Figure 8.3: Online segmentation system for general video sequences. The
maximum number of frames that are covered by a single sprite
is limited to smax frames. Hence, the processing can be
pipelined with image buffers (each with space for smax im-
ages) at each processing stage. Although not shown here, the
motion parameters should also be delayed between successive
processing stages.
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Figure 8.4: Scheduling diagram of the online segmentation system. The
processing pipeline consists of four consecutive stages. The
3× smax image buffers (shown along the vertical axis) are or-
ganized as a ring-buffer. In the beginning, new images are fed
into the buffer until it contains smax images. At this time,
the first stage can decide on the size of the first segment. Sub-
sequently, Stage 2 begins to work on this segment, and so on.
Note that a frame is removed from the queue, when Stage 4
finishes the segmentation of that frame. Hence, the total pro-
cessing delay is 3 · smax frames.

because most background-synthetization algorithms do not operate frame-
by-frame but, e.g., scanline after scanline, it requires access up to smax

frames in parallel. When Stage 3 finishes the synthetization of the back-
ground image, the image is moved to a queue of sprite-image buffers such
that Stage 3 can reconstruct the next sprite image, while Stage 4 works on
the segmentation of the previously computed segments.

If the system generates several short (compared to smax) segments after
each other, several sprite-image buffers are required to store these images
(Fig. 8.5). In the worst case, if every sprite segment only includes one
image, we would require smax sprite image buffers. To limit the number of
buffers, we can limit the minimum length of a segment to include at least
smin frames. With this limitation, we only require smax/smin sprite image
buffers in the worst case. Note that cases where very short segments are
proposed by the multi-sprite partitioning, the encoder can also switch to a
different coding mode and decide not to use sprite coding at all. This is a
sensible approach anyway, since a short sprite segment will not be efficient
to code and the segmentation will probably be of low quality (not enough
information to build correct background image).
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Figure 8.5: Scheduling diagram for the case of many small segments.
At the end of Stage 3, a new sprite image is generated.
This sprite image must be available until the segmentation
in Stage 4 has completed. If the sprite segments are short,
several sprite images have to be buffered.

8.3 Implementation

We implemented the offline version of the proposed segmentation system
(Section 8.2.3) and a simplified version for cases in which we know in ad-
vance that the camera is static (Section 8.2.1). In the latter case, we
synthesized the background image with the same automatic algorithm, but
we disabled camera-motion compensation. The simplified version carries
out two passes over the input sequence (1. synthesize background, 2. ob-
ject segmentation). The full version runs in five passes (1. feature-motion,
2. multi-sprite partitioning, 3. direct motion, 4. synthesize sprites, 5. object
segmentation). Since we did not combine the first two passes into one, this
is one pass more than required. However, for a full software implementa-
tion, this is not a disadvantage because the second pass is computationally
inexpensive as it only works on the global motion parameters.

All programs were implemented in system-independent C++. Some
computationally-expensive functions like feature-point detection, feature-
matching, low-pass/high-pass filters, color-space conversions, and parts
of the direct motion estimation were additionally implemented using the
SIMD extension of the x86 processor architecture (MMX, MMX-2, SSE).
The software was developed under Linux, but has also been tested with
other UNIX variants (HP-UX, Solaris), and MS-Windows (using the Cyg-
Win environment).
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8.4 Segmentation results

We tested our segmentation system with a wide variety of sequences. A
selection of representative results is depicted in Figures 8.6 to 8.12. All of
these results were obtained by running the segmentation system with the
same parameter settings. For the results in Fig. 8.6, and 8.12(g)-8.12(l), we
used the simplified algorithm for static cameras. In the sequel, we comment
on special observations that can be made on these sequences.

• Fig. 8.6, badminton: In frame 0, we can see a “segmentation error”
in the top-left corner. This is due to the superimposed score display,
which was not visible in the first frames. Apart from the players, also
the two referees on both sides of the court move a little bit and hence
appear sometimes in the segmentation. The ball and the rackets are
not visible in the segmentation, since they are too small and partly
transparent (ball is transparent because of motion blur).

• Fig. 8.7, trampoline: Additionally to the athlete, also some people
move and hence appear in the segmentation. Also the trampoline
appears when the athlete jumps on it. Errors along the high-contrast
edges in the balustrade are eliminated by the misregistration and blur
reduction algorithms.

• Fig. 8.8, gymnastics: A sequence with camera motion. The bottom
part of the image only contains lines, along which no feature-points
can be identified. Hence, the feature-based camera-motion estimation
is based only on features in the top image part. However, the suc-
cessive direct motion estimator considers the whole image and refines
the alignment of the lines. The segmentation algorithm provides an
accurate segmentation mask, but it also includes many people that
walk in the background of the scene.

• Fig. 8.9, surveillance: The sequence was recorded with a hand-
held camera and the motion is not perfectly rotational around the
optical center. The wheels of the bicycle are partly missing, since they
are mostly transparent. Also, part of the bottom car in frame 400
is missing, because its color is very close to the street color. The
small regions are no segmentation errors, but people walking through
the scene. Since the legs of these people are thin, they are missing
(compare input and segmentation of the top left human in frame 250).

• Fig. 8.10, stefan: Segmentation of the MPEG-4 test-sequence ste-
fan. Using the multi-sprite approach (see Fig. 6.22), all 300 frames
can be processed.
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• Fig. 8.11, walking/sitting: Note the reflections on the ground that
also appear in the segmentation. This sequence is further analyzed
in Appendix F to recognize the actions (walking, sitting).

• Fig. 8.12, miscellaneous sequences: In the tennis sequence, note
that the player shadow is included in the segmentation. Also note
that the logo of the TV-station is in the segmentation, since the logo
is fixed even when the camera image moves (logo moves relative to
background).

While the results are good for the previous examples, we observed prob-
lems with some other sequences. We discuss the main difficulties based on
the following examples.

• Fig. 8.13, claire: This well known test-sequence shows a news-
speaker in front of a uniform blue background. We observe two prob-
lems. First, since the background has uniform color, we cannot iden-
tify any feature-points on it. Consequently, the camera-motion esti-
mation cannot lock to the (static) background. Instead, the motion
estimation calculates parameters that fit to the foreground object
motion, since this is the dominant motion (in terms of number of
feature-points). The algorithm cannot detect that this is the wrong
motion, since the motion-compensated difference in the background
area is low for any arbitrary motion field. If it is known beforehand
that the camera is static (like in this example), we can eliminate this
problem by simply disabling the camera-motion estimation.

The second problem is that the object does not move enough to enable
the construction of a clean background image. In this example, it
would be possible to create a synthetic background image with pure
blue color, but in general, this is not always possible. Consequently,
the background image includes large parts of the foreground object
and the segmentation result only includes those areas that move.

• Fig. 8.14, news: This is a real-world example showing the same
problems as with the claire sequence. In this case, the background
includes enough information to obtain the correct (static) camera
motion. However, the problems of the non-moving foreground object
remains. Depending on the current pose of the foreground object,
this can lead to an acceptable, but also to insufficient segmentations.

• Fig. 8.15, hurdles: This sequence shows a hurdles race, captured
by a panning camera. Since it is a wide camera pan, the algorithm
splits the background sprite into several parts. For the first sprite
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(a) Input, frame 50. (b) Background sprite. (c) Frame 0.

(d) Frame 50. (e) Frame 100. (f) Frame 125.

(g) Frame 150. (h) Frame 175. (i) Frame 200.

(j) Frame 225. (k) Frame 250. (l) Frame 275.

Figure 8.6: Results for a badminton scene, recorded from a DVB source.
The segmentation error at the top-left corner of (c) is due
to the score display that was superimposed. At the beginning
and end of the sequence, also the two referees appear in the
segmentation because they move their heads.
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(a) Input, frame 50. (b) Input, frame 150. (c) Background sprite.

(d) Frame 25. (e) Frame 50. (f) Frame 75.

(g) Frame 100. (h) Frame 125. (i) Frame 150.

(j) Frame 175. (k) Frame 200. (l) Frame 225.

Figure 8.7: Results for a trampoline sports scene, recorded from a DVB
source. Note the segmentation of frame 150, where the tram-
poline is included in the segmentation mask, since its cloth is
deformed.
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(a) Sprite (frames 223-399). (b) Sprite (frames 69-222).

(c) Input, frame 250. (d) Frame 50. (e) Frame 100.

(f) Frame 150. (g) Frame 200. (h) Frame 250.

(i) Frame 300. (j) Frame 350. (k) Frame 400.

Figure 8.8: Results for a gymnastics scene, recorded from a DVB source.
Note that the segmentation errors are due to people that walk
around in the background.
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(a) Background sprite (frames 81-546).

(b) Input, frame 250. (c) Input, frame 450. (d) Frame 50.

(e) Frame 100. (f) Frame 150. (g) Frame 250.

(h) Frame 350. (i) Frame 400. (j) Frame 450.

Figure 8.9: Results for a street surveillance scene, recorded with a hand-
held DV camera.
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(a) Frame 25. (b) Frame 50. (c) Frame 75.

(d) Frame 100. (e) Frame 125. (f) Frame 150.

(g) Frame 175. (h) Frame 200. (i) Frame 225.

(j) Frame 250. (k) Frame 275. (l) Frame 300.

Figure 8.10: Results for the MPEG-4 test-sequence stefan. The four sprites
that were used for segmentation are depicted in Figure 6.22.
Some people in the audience moved slightly and are therefore
included in the segmentation.
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(a) Input, frame 150. (b) Input, frame 200. (c) Background sprite.

(d) Frame 0. (e) Frame 50. (f) Frame 100.

(g) Frame 150. (h) Frame 200. (i) Frame 250.

Figure 8.11: Results for a scene that was recorded with a hand-held DV
camera. Because the camera was held in the hand, small cam-
era motion is present.
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(a) Tennis, frame 140, mov-
ing camera.

(b) Frame 60. (c) Frame 140.

(d) Aquarium, input
frame 1, static camera.

(e) Frame 0. (f) Frame 380.

(g) Surveillance, scene 1,
static camera.

(h) Scene 1. (i) Scene 2.

(j) Surveillance, scene 3,
static camera.

(k) Scene 3. (l) Scene 4.

Figure 8.12: Results for various sequences. The two surveillance sequences
are courtesy of Bosch Security Systems B.V..
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(a) Claire, input frame. (b) Background (static cam-
era).

(c) Background (moving cam-
era).

(d) Segmentation (static
camera).

(e) Segmentation (moving
camera).

Figure 8.13: Results for the claire sequence. This is a difficult sequence for
the proposed segmentation system, since the motio estimation
cannot place any feature-points in the background area. More-
over, the body of the foreground object does not move, so that
it cannot be detected.

(a) News, input frame 660. (b) News, poor segmenta-
tion (frame 660).

(c) News, good segmenta-
tion (frame 590).

Figure 8.14: Results for a news sequence recorded from a DVB source.
Comparable result to Fig. 8.13.
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(a) Hurdles, sprite 1–93. (b) Hurdles, sprite 164–200.

(c) Hurdles, input frame 26. (d) Hurdles, input frame 172.

(e) Hurdles, segmentation frame
26.

(f) Hurdles, segmentation frame
172.

Figure 8.15: Results for a hurdles race sequence (see Appendix D). Con-
struction of the first sprite (a) is successful, since enough
feature-points are available for motion estimation. A later
sprite (b) cannot be constructed well, since large parts of the
background are uniform or only show lines. Consequently, the
segmentation results for frames within the first sprite are bet-
ter (e) than for frames from later sprites (f).
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(Fig. 8.15(a)), the background has enough texture to enable an ac-
curate motion estimation and, consequently, a good segmentation.
Later in the sequence, the background is almost uniform or contains
only lines along which no feature-points can be identified. As a result,
the estimated camera-motion parameters have less accuracy and the
synthesized background image has a low quality (Fig. 8.15(b)). In
the end, this leads to an inaccurate segmentation mask.

A framework to solve the problem of static foreground objects is de-
scribed in Section 8.6.4 and particularly in Chapters 9 and 10. A proposal
to solve the camera-motion estimation problem for scenes with an insuffi-
cient number of features is outlined in Section 15.1.1 on page 454.

8.5 Applications of the segmentation system

The segmentation masks that are generated by a segmentation algorithm
have no direct application themselves. However, to determine the segmen-
tation masks is an important step of higher level, object-oriented video
processing. In this section, we discuss some example applications.

8.5.1 MPEG-4 video coding

The proposed segmentation system has been designed to enable an easy in-
tegration into an object-oriented MPEG-4 video codec. All necessary input
data for the MPEG-4 encoder (background sprite images, camera-motion
parameters, and binary object masks) is generated by the segmentation
system. The central question is, whether it is possible to obtain a bet-
ter image quality, if shaped object coding with sprite coding (shape+sprite
coding) is used instead of standard rectangular frame coding. The advan-
tage of the sprite coding mode is that the background image only has to be
sent one. On the other hand, the background can also be coded efficiently
with standard motion-compensated coding. Furthermore, object-oriented
coding requires the transmission of additional shape information for the
foreground objects.

To compare the coding efficiency for both coding modes, we carried out
the experiment to encode the stefan sequence using both approaches at var-
ious bit-rates. For these experiments, we used a beta-version (MoMuSys-
FDIS-V1.0-990812) of the MoMuSys reference encoder software [94] to gen-
erate MPEG-4 compliant bitstreams. The obtained rate-distortion curve is
depicted in Figure 8.16, where the PSNRs for luminance and chrominance
are shown separately. According to this result, the sprite-coding mode can
in fact achieve a much lower bit-rate for a similar PSNR. However, even for
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Figure 8.16: Rate-distortion curve for rectangular MPEG-4 coding vs.
shape+sprite coding of the stefan sequence. PSNR for lu-
minance and chrominance is shown separately. The rate-
distortion curve includes the bits for sprite coding (ap-
prox. 1800 bits/frame averaged). Two decoded pictures at the
indicated PSNR of 27.9 dB are depicted in Fig. 8.18.

Figure 8.17: Difference image between an input image and a decoded image
of the shape+sprite coding mode, that was encoded with a very
high bit-rate. It is visible that the complete sprite is displaced
by a small geometric misalignment. This reduces the PSNR
even though it is hardly visible by a human observer. Note
that the foreground object is not affected by the shift.
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(a) Binary shape and sprite coding, PSNR-Y=26.96 dB,
bits/frame=3545 (sprite+object).

(b) Rectangular frame coding, PSNR-Y=26.84 dB,
bits/frame=12635.

Figure 8.18: Comparison of the coding quality for rectangular frame cod-
ing and sprite+shaped object coding. Even though the PSNR
of both sequences is almost similar, the visual quality of the
shape+sprite coding is significantly better.
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(a) Frame 25. (b) Frame 50. (c) Frame 75.

(d) Frame 100. (e) Frame 125. (f) Frame 150.

(g) Panoramic view.

Figure 8.19: Foreground object from the stefan sequence placed onto a new
background.
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the same PSNR values, we observed that the sprite-mode provides better
subjective image quality than the rectangular coding mode. As an example,
Figure 8.18 shows decoded pictures of both coding modes at 26.9 dB.

There are several reasons, why the PSNR does not match the subjective
quality. These reasons are addressed below.

• In the sprite-warping process, the background image can be recon-
structed slightly shifted relative to the original image. This is due
to inaccuracies in the motion computations, or in camera-lens dis-
tortions that cannot be reconstructed from the sprite image. These
small geometric distortions are hardly visible to a human observer,
but the objective quality measurement is affected because the PSNR
is computed over non-corresponding pixel positions. To illustrate this
effect, Fig 8.17 shows the difference image between the input image
and an image encoded with the shape+sprite coding mode at a very
high bit-rate. It is visible that the background sprite has a small
spatial offset. Clearly, the foreground object region is not affected by
this effect.

• During the construction of the sprite-image, the images are geometri-
cally transformed and filtered several times. This leads to a difficult
implementation of the processing of pixels near image borders. In
the end, this can lead to missing pixels in the sprite image, such that
undefined pixels are copied from the sprite into the output image (see
the bottom-left corner of Fig. 8.18).

• Segmentation errors along the object boundary lead to pixels that
should be part of the foreground object, but which are simply replaced
by background content. Most frequently, these are soft shadows or
thin objects.

In our example, the bit-rate for the shape+sprite coding mode includes
the bits for sprite and shape. Averaged over the complete sequence, the
number of bits/frame for the background sprite is about 1800 bits/frame,
and approximately 530 bits/frame for the binary-shape information.

8.5.2 Video editing

An alternative application area for object segmentation can surely be found
in video editing systems. Current video editing systems operate usually at
the frame-level. They enable the cutting of sequences and they can gener-
ate transitions between scenes, but they provide few tools to manipulate
the video content itself. However, for still images, it is a common editing
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operation to cut out objects in one image and paste them into a new image.
To extract an object from an image, its boundary is usually marked man-
ually. Special tools for manual segmentation can simplify this operation
(see Chapter 11). However, for video sequences, manual segmentation is
impractical because of the amount of work involved. Automatic segmenta-
tion algorithms can assist to define the object masks and to cut-and-paste
the video object into a new sequence.

As an example, we have used automatic segmentation to extract the
foreground object and the camera-motion parameters from the stefan se-
quence. Moreover, we composed a new background sprite image from a set
of still images with a panoramic image stitching program (see Chapter 14).
By simulating the camera motion on the new background image and su-
perimposing the foreground objects, we can generate the illusion that the
object is acting in the new environment (see Fig. 8.19).

Using the same input data, it is also possible to keep the background
image static, but project the foreground objects at the current camera view,
which is defined by the global-motion parameters. With this approach, we
obtain a static visualization of the object motion (Fig. 8.19(g)).

8.5.3 Pseudo 3-D video generation

Object segmentation also plays an important role in the generation of
pseudo 3-D video content from 2-D sequences. The need for 3-D video
sequences is quickly gaining interest because new developments of display
technology enable the presentation of 3-D images without special glasses
(e.g., with red/blue or polarization filters). However, the introduction of
3-D television into the market suffers from the chicken-and-egg problem
of suitable video content. Consequently, it is important at least for the
transition phase to generate pseudo 3-D video from existing standard 2-D
recordings.

One approach for realizing this could be to use automatic foreground
object segmentation and to arrange the foreground objects and the back-
ground into different depth-layers, such that foreground objects appear
closer to the viewer. As an experiment, we applied this approach to the
stefan sequence to generate virtual 3-D views, which are depicted in Fig-
ure 8.20 as anaglyph images. In these images, we have defined the back-
ground layer as reference plane. Objects that are closer to the viewer are
displayed with a horizontal offset between the left and right view. The
value of this offset determines the depth of the object (Fig. 8.21).
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(a) Frame 15.

(b) Frame 100.

Figure 8.20: Pseudo-3D generation from the segmented stefan sequence
(view this with red/blue-glasses). The foreground objects are
placed closer to the viewer.
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background (reference plane)

left image right image

foreground
object

Figure 8.21: Geometry of stereoscopic imaging. Relative to the background
image, the foreground object appears shifted between the left
and right images. The closer the object is located towards the
viewer, the larger the is the offset between the two views.

8.5.4 Video-object recognition

The segmentation of video objects is also the first step for higher-level
video analysis like the recognition of objects. Once the exact object mask
is known from the segmentation, we can use for example the object shape
to obtain more semantic information about the object itself. This includes
the classification of the object into pre-defined categories, the recognition
of specific objects, or the analysis of the object behaviour.

We have implemented a prototype application that compares the ob-
ject outline with a database of objects to determine the object class. In
our example, we used different shapes of humans that were labeled with
their current action (walking, standing, sitting, standing-up). Each frame
of the input object was classified into one action category. To increase
the robustness, we also included a transition model between these states
(the sitting-state cannot directly change to walking, but has to transit the
standing-up state first). The approach is described in more detail in Ap-
pendix F. An example result is visualized in Figure 8.22.

8.6 Extensions

The proposed segmentation system can be extended in several ways to
adapt it to special applications, while still keeping the general core. In the
following, we briefly mention some possibilities of extensions. Some of these
extensions are discussed in detail in the second part of this thesis.
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sitting

standing up

walking

standing

walking

Figure 8.22: Automatic segmentation was applied to a sequence that shows
an actor (see Fig 8.11). Based on the object shape, the action
in each frame was classified into the classes walking, standing,
sitting, standing-up.

8.6.1 MPEG-4 coding with sprite-mode detection

When general video sequences are compressed with MPEG-4, it is not ef-
ficient to use the sprite coding-mode for the complete sequence. Many
parts of typical video sequences comprise camera motion along 3-D paths
or complex motion that cannot be reconstructed from a static background
sprite. A practical encoder should automatically detect those scenes in
which sprite-coding can be used efficiently.

One approach to implement this detection is to observe internal param-
eters of the feature-based global-motion estimator (Chapter 4). Remember
that this estimator uses the RANSAC algorithm to identify the dominant
global-motion model. The number of inlier vectors in this process indicates
how well the estimated model fits to the observed motion. If the fraction of
inliers is small, it means that the scene motion is not described very well by
the estimated parameters, and a standard non-sprite coding mode should
be used.

8.6.2 Camera auto-calibration

The global-motion parameters that we estimated represent the motion of a
rotational camera. However, the parameters do not correspond directly to
physically meaningful parameters like camera rotation angles or the focal
length. Knowing the physical parameters enables several new applications.
For example, the computer could superimpose artificial 3-D objects into
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the scene that move consistently with the camera motion. Moreover, the
physical parameters can be used to control a motorized pan/tilt/zoom cam-
era to simulate the camera motion of the input video. The latter can be
applied in the video editing process to capture new background scenes for
an existing video sequence. The foreground objects can be extracted from
the old video sequence and placed in the new sequence. The advantage of
this approach compared to simply replacing the background sprite image
(Fig. 8.19) is that the new scene “background” can contain arbitrary ob-
ject motion. An algorithm to extract physical camera parameters from the
global-motion parameters is described in Chapter 12.

8.6.3 Absolute coordinate transfer

For the analysis of video sequences, it is often required to describe the
object positions not only in terms of image coordinates, but in real-world
coordinates. One example is the analysis of sport videos like soccer or ten-
nis. In this case, not the position of the players on the display is relevant,
but the position on the playing field or on the tennis court. Another exam-
ple are surveillance applications, where certain areas should be monitored
for intrusion.

If the camera is static, specific points with known coordinates can be
identified to manually calibrate the system. However, a static mapping be-
tween image coordinates and real-world coordinates is impossible if camera
motion is visible in the input. In Chapter 13, we propose an algorithm for
automatic camera calibration in sports-sequences.

8.6.4 Object models

The proposed segmentation system is based on the definition that every-
thing that differs from a static background image is classified as foreground.
As can be observed in the segmentation results, this definition is not always
sufficient for all applications. In many situations, there are several moving
objects in an image, but we are only interested in one of them (Fig. 8.8).
On the contrary, sometimes only parts of the interesting object shows in
the segmentation, since parts of the object do not move (Fig. 8.14). To sep-
arate the object of interest from the remaining objects, we have to define
more specifically what objects should be extracted.

The difficulty of this is to find a model that is accurate enough to detect
the correct object, but on the other hand, it has to be robust against object
deformations, occlusions and similar problems. We propose an algorithm
for general object detection in Chapter 9 and 10.
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